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Abstract:
In this project, there will be an attempt to figure out how to change the angle of
the sun concerning to north direction weekly during 6 months, and determine
the maximum angle in (Perigee and apogee), finding the inclination of the
sunset with respect to north direction. The main objective it is to determine and
answer the question of: is this angle at that reference line that where measured
to the sunset is deferent by the same angle at the equator or no? If it is yes and it
is not, why? We know that in the winter the angle going to increases angle with
the north direction until reach Perihelion and the rate of change is too bigger
than before and after. After winter (away from Perihelion go to Vernal Equinox)
the angle will be decreases and rate of change in the angles per week will
decreases until reach Vernal Equinox make a balance between day and night
and medium angle between the Sun and the North direction. Then during the
summer time (away from Vernal Equinox and going to Aphelion) repetitively
decreases the angle with the North direction, and the rate of change in the
angles will decrease. Same procedure will continue for other half of year, and in
all year will repeat the same procedure. The main reason of small declination of
the angle per week in Aphelion and Perihelion is changing the direction of
sunset west to east and from east to west. While maximum differences per week
near to the vernal equinoxes due to continuous movement and equivalent time
of day and night, and the reason of changing the rate of change is central force.
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Chapter One: Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Sunset is defined as the instant in the evening under ideal meteorological
conditions, with standard refraction of the Sun's rays, when the upper edge of
the sun's disk is coincident with an ideal horizon, and the time in the evening
when the sun disappears or daylight fades.
The Sunsets is approximately around 293 degrees, and 0.4 degrees farther south
every day and 1 minute and 20 seconds sooner. This change will increment as
the autumnal equinox gets closer (September 23). Then the point at which the
Sunsets (270 degrees) will change by .53 degrees, and will be 1 minute and 47
seconds earlier. During the solstices, when the direction of movement of the
sunset’s location reverses, there's very little movement of that point and very
little change in the length of day. The inclination of the Earth's rotation axis
causes the position of sunset to change every day. The maximum angular
distance between two sunsets is the angle between two solstices. This angle
changes with the latitude of the location. It's minimum at the equator (where it's
equal to twice the ecliptic obliquity). After that the angle increases according to
the absolute value of the latitude until it causes the midnight Sun in polar areas.

Figure 0-1: Motion of the earth and vernal equinox
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1.2 Aim of the project
In this project, there will be an attempt to figure out how to change the angle of
the sun concerning to north direction weekly during 6 months, and determine
the maximum angle in (Perigee and apogee), finding the inclination of the
sunset with respect to north direction.

1.3 Objectives
The main objective it is to determine and answer the question of: is this angle at
that reference line that where measured to the sunset is deferent by the same
angle at the equator or no? If it is yes and it is not, why? To answering these
questions there will be used the following techniques and instruments:
• Dealing with Handle GPS to measure the national coordinate of occupied
point.
• AutoCAD to find the coordinate of north direction with respect to the
measured points.
• Theodolite to measure the deviation angle of the sun with reference line
weekly.
• Tape to measure the distance between two control points and to measure the
height of instrument (HI).

1.4 Project structure
This project is formed as the followed chapters:
• Chapter One: Introduction contains an introduction, the aim of the project,
project objectives, and project structure.
2

• Chapter Two Literature review: Some related research about our project was
reviewed and summarized as literature
• Chapter Three: Methodology, in this chapter clarified the method of
measuring the data during six months.
• Chapter Four: Result and Discussion, , in this chapter the measured data
were analyzed and discussed.
• Chapter Five: Conclusion and recommendations, in this part of our project
based on the results that we got, concluded the results and guide some notes
as a recommendation.
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2 Chapter Two: Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter includes some research on our project that we reviewed and we
have written a short summary of each.

2.2 Literature Review
The following paper are some of the researches on the changing the position of
the Sunrise and Sunset for different locations using different methods.
(Fouad Abdulla) perform a research on the change the time of sunset during a
year. So, where made measurement every day of the year to calculate the exact
time of the sunset for every day. For this purpose, they used a specific method
for data collection. According to their location, the variation range of sunset
time was between 16 hours and 55 minutes and 19 hours and 16 minutes and the
variation time was 2 hours 21 minutes (=141 minutes) during the year. These
calculations came from computer programs that were written using visual basic
language to calculate the Times of sunset of Baghdad city depending on
practical formulas That were based on many methods such as (date and Julian
date) and the coordinates of the sun which included ecliptic coordination of the
sun and the coordinate system conversion calculating sunset in addition of other
formulas that concluded all this result.
(Ahmed Kamil Ahmed) was conducted an analysis of changes in the sky’s
brightness using the air quality scale (SQM-LU). In Baghdad using (Latitude
33°20'N, Longitude 44° 23'E, and 34m above sea level). Values were collected
on 27 December 2019 as well as 10 January 2020 at sunrise and sunset. The
purpose of this study is to compare the light of the sky by receiving moonlight
as a source. Except that it determines the direction of the sun during the rising
of the sunrise and sunset. The results showed that in the case of sunrise and
4

moonless, the average sky brightness was 13.60 ± 0.26 degrees at the sun
elevation angle at 9.79°± 0.12°. Meanwhile, in sunrise and moon cases, the sky
brightness level averages 12.75± 0.25 with elevation angle at -8.87° ± 0.11°.
The result also showed that in sunset and monthly conditions, the level of sky
brightness averaged 17.44± 0.26 of the sun elevation angles at -10.66° ± 0.12°.
While, in sunset and moon cases, the sky brightness level averages 15.69±0.25
with elevation angle at -10.25° ± 0.11°. Finally, the study shows the relationship
between the amount of sky brightness against the sun height angle and the moon
level and the weather conditions. The result showed that the sky light in
Baghdad was lower in the full month due to the logarithmic scale of the sky, so
the difference in sky brightness affected the moons level and weather
conditions, but at least future research should be recommended to investigate
the effects of atmospheric properties on night sky brightness.
(Mossa, et al.) did a research for Sunrise and Sunset time prediction in a specific
latitude is studied and it took place in June to December of 2017. This research
is not 100% accurate but it's not affecting the actual time of sunrise and sunset,
it could be told that this research is accurate by a percentage of 97%. This
research is very important because it determines the time of Sunrise and Sunset
in a specific latitude all over the world, each region according to its own line of
latitude which is a big benefit for Muslim community to know the exact time for
their prayers. The results of this research depend on many factors such
as equation of time but in this point they must differentiate between the
apparent or the truth time and the mean solar time. The other factor is, Sunrise
and Sunset time calculation which is made by calculating depending on
astronomical a song formula and computation devices, thus these calculations
would be more accurate while using other effective factors the like anomaly, but
in general this research is more efficient in finding the twilight time calculation.
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(Akbar Ali Saifee) in their research they clarify the accuracy of computed
timing for Sunrise and Sunset. Although the predicted place of the moon
according to Earth is accurate by 0.1 and the sunrise and sunset are different
because the unpredictable refraction of rays of light near horizon makes it go to
several minutes of different difference. In the actual sunrise and sunset, the
calculated one so in this research there will be experimental e findings and
theoretical calculations and the difference between them. The difficulties found
in theoretical studies of the exact time of sunrise and sunset is uncertainty due to
variation in reflection error due to rounding off of the calculated time, error in
the watch clock used, effect of the deep of the horizon. Another factor is very
important which is the effect of height of the observer above local horizon level
in which if the height of our eye above the local horizon level is large enough
then a calculated correction for the height must also be added.
(Stanimir M. Stankova) perform their research on the Height-dependent sunrise
and sunset: effects and implications of the varying times of occurrence for local
ionosphere processes and modelling. The period of sunset and sunset has been
well established, which is particularly important for research and modeling the
ionosphere due to rapid changes in the density of the ionosphere plasma,
temperature and dynamics. In particular, sharp increases in the ionosphere after
the east will lead to rapid increases in the density of the top of
ionosphere,

, and lower peak heights ,

.

Changes in plasma

temperatures, high balances and transports add to the complexity, making it
difficult to investigate and model ionosphere behavior during this transition
from night to day. One side involved in this difficulty is that not all ionosphere
heights appear at the same time because of the first day's sunlight in the east, the
top of the ionosphere shines down, still in darkness. A common
misunderstanding is that the night conditions above a specific location are equal
to dark conditions. There are cases, even in the middle, a part of the upper
6

ionosphere with sunlight, at least partly and for different periods of legal time,
during legal nights (in the middle, the duration of the sun Escaping to the east at
sea level) the lowest height above which the weather is lit by sunlight at night,
we call it the high sun's peak. The behavior of the sun's contagion above view
site has been thoroughly tested and the effect of eastern height and sunset on the
E and F Ionosphere classes is shown here Mathematical formulas are extracted
A logarithm has been created to calculate the height of the end character as a
function in the geographical width and day of the year. The algorithm was
successfully applied to the LIEDR action model used to create and photograph
electronic density profiles in local ionospheres in real time. Implementation has
proved significantly effective in improving reconstruction by reducing, in many
cases, the difference between successive profiles that occurred during sunset
when in LIEDR profiles during the day for night profiles.
Digital Terrain Model (DTM) has been employed for solving many problems
that is requiring a digital model of the land forms (Chaim Keller, 2000). In their
research they used DTM for other purposes in the calculation of highly accurate
sunrise and sunset times. They performed their observations in Israel. To do
that, they employed ray tracing to determine the effect of the atmospheric
refraction through a simplified layered atmosphere. They used two analytic
expression models for the atmospheric refraction as a function for measuring
the height, these two models known as the subtropical summer and winter
atmospheres. These expressions determine the general magnitude of the
refraction as a function of apparent view angle of the observer. Based on their
results, based on the effect of atmospheric refraction on the vertical angular
profile of the mountainous horizon as calculated from the DTM it means
atmospheric refraction magnifies the mountainous features of the horizon. Also,
based on the changing the vertical angular position of the sun during a year as a
function of time can be calculated. Finally, the time when the upper limb of the
7

sun first (last) appears to rise (set) over the horizon adjusted for the effect of
refraction determines the time of the visible sunrise (sunset). And, as a
Comparison with observations have shown that the visible sunrise and sunset
times can be typically determined to better than 15 seconds using the 25 meter
DTM of Israel and eastern Jordan.
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3 Chapter Three: Methodology
3.1

Introduction

Methodology explains how to answer our research questions. In this section,
attempts will be made to collect data for our project, the devices in which they
are used, the operation is performed to obtain data, and the types of data they
obtain.

3.2

Case study

The selected area for applying and measuring the sunset angle concerning to
reference line above our building (Geomatics department) at the College of
Engineering of Salahaddin University, Erbil (36.1416131, 44.0264490) the
purpose of choosing this place is because it had a high-rise building and clear
space to see the sunset and some control points on the building. As shown in the
below figure.

Figure 3-1: Salahaddin University – College of Engineering – Surveying (Geomatics)
Department.
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3.3

Handle GPS

Before starting data collection, we need to coordinate two control points that
they are occupied point with and the reference point to have the reference line
and know the coordinate of them precisely. There will need to have a
differential GPS to have coordinates, unlikely we didn’t have it. So, there will
be used Handle GPS with accuracy to compensate this instrument with accuracy
(± 5-10 m). See the below figure.

Figure 3-2: Handel GPS (Garmin Map), when taken CP1 coordination

So, in this project there will be used to measure two points based on the handle
GPS to find the direction of the north. The coordinate of these two points are
arranged in the next section.
10

3.4

Helioscope Instrument

A helioscope is a telescope that is used to observe the sun and sunspots.
Benedetto Castelli was the first to use the helioscope, which was later perfected
by Galileo. The approach entails using a telescope to project an image of the
sun onto a white piece of paper suspended in a darkened environment.
Christoph Scheiner created the first machine helioscopes, or helioscope, to aid
his sunspot observations. See the below figure.
To measure the angle between sunset and source line, there is a space device to
measure such as visual telescopes, radio telescopes, spectrum, and star charts,
but unfortunately we don't have this device in our section. So, there used
Theodolite instrument to measure the angles traditionally. During the procedure
there will be measured the HI (Height of Instrument), horizontal angle from the
line to the sun, time of measuring, and date of measuring the angle.

Figure 3-3: Radio telescope at sunset, satellite dish part of radio.
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Unfortunately, in our department have not this type of instrument and we
measured the position of the sun by using another method based on the
telescope of the theodolite.

3.5

North direction

 North is one of the four compass focuses or cardinal directions. First we
will measure two control points to find the direction of North line using
Handle GPS (CP1-CP2) the coordinates are arranged in the below table.
Table 3-1: coordinate of two points measured by Handle GPS
points
Easting
Northing
Elevation
CP1
412439
4000078
429
CP2
412414
4000079
429
North Line
412414
4000093
429

 Then, inter these two CPs into AutoCAD. After that, determine the angle
between these two points and north direction, the angle is (92˚ 17’ 26”).
 Then, in the field we set up the theodolite on the known point (occupied
point) then sight to the reference point that measured by Handle GPS,
after that zero set the horizontal angle 00˚ 00' 00”.
 Turn the theodolite with the angle that we get by AutoCAD software to
find the north direction and mark a north direction as a reference line with
a distance of 10m from the occupied point. See the figure below.
 Finally, measuring the data weekly based on the north direction and the
sun position.
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Figure 3-4: Two Control Points measured by Handle GPS and find north direction

3.6

Theodolite instrument

All data was measured by a theodolite instrument. They control the theodolite
instrument over the point. Then the high data of the HI device is measured by
the tape. Then, type the view for the reference line in detail in The FL (Face
Left) modes in the north direction point located on the top edge of the
Geomatics department. Then rotate the theodolite with the help of an
introduction to the sunset sight that the sunlight hit through the device's
telescope and on a fixed plate on the theodolite instrument, with the correct
sight when (objective lens and telescope) in the same direction as the sunlight
line. The sun's rays formed a correct circle, and if the sun's rays did not create a
circular shape, it would mean that (objective lenses and telescopes) were not in
the same direction as the sun's rays, and the vision was incorrect. The procedure
is shown in the below figure. By slow motions screws, the alidade rotated
horizontally and vertically until the sunlight make the correct circle. Finally,
read the Horizontal and Vertical angle, time, and date of reading the angles.
This procedure repeated weekly each Tuesday at about 4:30M.
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Figure 3-5: procedure of the projection to correct sighting

3.7

Collected data

The purpose of the data collection started from October, 5, 2021 to March, 21,
2022 in most of Tuesdays at sunset time about 4:130PM. The same procedures
performed to do that mentioned in the aforementioned part (procedure). All of
the collected data were arranged in the below table.
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Date
5/10/2021
12/10/2021
19/10/2021
26/10/2021
2/11/2021
9/11/2021
16/11/2021
23/11/2021
30/11/2021
7/12/2021
14/12/2021
21/12/2021
28/12/2021
4/1/2022
11/1/2022
18/1/2022
25/1/2022
1/2/2022
8/2/2022
15/2/2022
22/2/2022
1/3/2022
8/3/2022

Table 3-2: Collected data during six month
Reference
Line
Sunset
H. Angle
H. Angle V. Angle Time(pm) HI(mm)
0
0
0
0
0
0

109°38'32"
110°20'11"
113°11'04"
113°31'13"
114°4'43"
117°8'4"

0
0

120°23'01"
122°39'51"

0

127°59'21"

0
0

122°51'20"
122°44'36"

0
0

120°46'16"
116°40'33"

0

109°30'46"

15

73°28'16"
79°41'46"
80°8'47"
82°10'59"
84°44'54"
83°51'14"
No data
85°11'58"
86°25'10"
No data
No data
No data
No data
81°58'20"
No Data
No Data
80°50'42"
78°16'56"
No Data
73°36'11"
74°33'51"
No Data
73°11'18"

4:15
4:20
4:31
4:30
4:35
4:25

150
153
148
154
159
154

4:23
4:45

155
156

4:11

150

4:23
4:21

155
152

4:14
4:26

160
155

4:39

159

3.8

Problems

Unfortunately, during the data collection, faced some problem that affected the
quality of data. The main problems are: during the wintertime, the sun did not
appear at the time of sunset, so some weeks cannot be measured the data for this
week. Secondly, sometimes the bodyguards are not allowed to enter the college
at this late time of day. Thirdly, during final exam first semester some weeks
were remains without data. Finally, caused by many vacations during this time
of data collection, some weeks remain without data.

3.9

Summery

The aim of this procedure, wanted to describe the characteristic the sunset
inclination and shifting. Therefore, the quantitative data is the angle of sunset
concerning the reference line during five months by using the above procedure.
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4 Chapter Four: Result and Discussion
4.1 Introduction
This part of our project is simply and objectively reports what you found,
without speculating on why you found these results. The discussion interprets
the meaning of the results, puts them in context, and explains why they matter.
In qualitative research, results and discussion are sometimes combined. But in
quantitative research, it is considered important to separate the objective results
from your interpretation

4.2 Result
After collecting the data by selected method, now it is needed to analyze it. The
data collection process was divided into three parts. At the beginning go
towards Perihelion (5/10/2021) to (21/12/2021) (near to Perihelion) decreases
the difference about 00°41’39” per week with north direction After that, the
second part is started from Perihelion to midway of vernal equinox at
(28/12/2021) (near to Perihelion) to (8/2/2022) increases the difference about
05°8'01" per week with the North direction. Then, the third Part is from midway
of Perihelion to near vernal equinox the difference also increased as shown in
the below two tables and figure.
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Table 4-1: analyzed data that measured during six months
weeks

Date

Reference
Line
H. Angle

H. Angle

V. Angle

Sunset

Time

HI(m)

1

5/10/2021

0

109°38'32"

73°28'16"

4:15pm

1.50

2

12/10/2021

0

110°20'11"

79°41'46"

4:20pm

1.53

3

19/10/2021

0

113°11'04"

80°8'47"

4:31pm

1.48

4

26/10/2021

0

113°31'13"

82°10'59"

4:30pm

1.54

5

2/11/2021

0

114°4'43"

84°44'54"

4:35pm

1.59

6

9/11/2021

0

117°8'4"

84°51'14"

4:25pm

1.54

7

23/11/2021

0

120°23'01"

85°11'58"

4:23pm

1.55

8

30/11/2021

0

122°39'51"

86°25'10"

4:45pm

1.56

9

7/12/2021

No Data (due to flood)

10

14/12/2021

No Data (due to flood)

11

21/12/2021

No Data (due to flood)

12

28/12/2021

No Data (due to flood)

13

4/1/2022

14

11/1/2022

(due to exam) No Data

15

18/1/2022

(due to exam) No Data

16

25/1/2022

17

1/2/2022

18

8/2/2022

19

15/2/2022

0

120°4616"

73°36'11"

4:14pm

1.60

20

22/2/2022

0

116°40'33"

74°33'51"

4:26pm

1.55

21

1/3/2022

differences

00°41'39"

00°20'9"

3°3'21"

22

8/3/2022

0

0

127°59'21"

81°58'20"

4:11

2°16'50"

80°50'42"

4:23pm

1.55

122°44'36"

78°16'56"

4:21pm

1.52

(cloudy weather) No Data

109°30'46"

73°11'18"

18

4:39pm

1.59

Decreases the
difference about
2 degree and 16
minutes with the
north direction

00°8'1"

1°58'20"

Increases the
difference about
1degree and 58
minutes with the
north direction

7°9'47"

Increases the
difference about
7 degree and 9
minutes with the
north direction

(cloudy weather) No Data
0

Increases the
difference about
41 minutes with
the north
direction
Decreases the
difference about
20 minutes with
the north
direction
Increases the
difference about
3 degree and 3
minutes with the
north direction

Decreases the
difference about
8 minutes with
the north
direction

1.50

122°51'20"

description

Table 4-2: Change of Angle According Period
Time
differences
description
Midway
2.281
Actual data
Perihelion
0.134
Midway
1.97
Vernal Equinox
3.055
Midway
2.01
Assumption data
Aphelion
0.134
Midway
2.03
Vernal Equinox
3.12

diclination of the sun per week in different
peroid of time
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Midway Perihelion Midway

Vernal
Equinox

Midway

Aphelion

Midway

Vernal
Equinox

Figure 4-1: Declination of the sun per week in different period of time

In the above chart the blue data measured during six months and the red color of
the chart is assumption part based on the measured data.

4.3 Discussion
According to the experimental results, there will discuss the data as follow:
firstly, the data collected then analyzed it and make arranged in the tables and
figures above. Based on the tables and the chart there will be predicted that
when sun is near to Perihelion the deference of inclination angles with the north
19

direction per week was changed small amount, especially in week (5/10/2021)
to week 11 (21/12/2021). It means the inclination angle with north direction
increased a little bit when the sun is near to Perihelion (a week before and after
Perihelion). It is equal to (0°41'39") or (0.2 degree), while when the sun is going
to towards Vernal Equinox in week 12 (28/12/2021) to week18 (8/2/2022) until
midway between Perihelion and Vernal equinox change of deference between
weeks make a bigger. For example, first part form Perihelion to midway of
Vernal Equinox is equal to (5°8'1") until Reach Vernal Equinox in week 19
(15/2/2022) to week 22 (8/3/2022) is maximum deference. It means the
difference per week near to vernal equinox is maximum (a week before and
after Vernal Equinox) that it is equal to (7° 9' 47") for two weeks. In Aphelion,
the north direction makes the minimum angle with the position of the sunset,
while the deference per week is minimum. This procedure will continue until it
returns to the Perihelion of next year. This cycle will continue for all year in
same procedure, the bellow figure show change of declination angles. The main
reason of small declination of the angle per week in Aphelion and Perihelion is
changing the direction of sunset west to east and from east to west. While
maximum differences per week near to the vernal equinoxes due to continuous
movement and equivalent time of day and night. The below figures shows the
inclination angle of the sunset with respect to the north direction.
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Figure 4-2: Perihelion and Aphelion Indication

Figure 4-3: Angles measured from Vernal Equinox to the Aphelion
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Figure 4-4: angles from the Aphelion to Vernal equinox

Figure 4-5: all measured angles during six months
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5 Chapter Five: Conclusion
5.1 Introduction
Conclusion is a summary of the conversation or task of your work, you can
input the main points and results and their meaning for the field and another
appropriate direction.

5.2 Conclusion
We know that in the winter the angle going to increases angle with the north
direction until reach Perihelion and the rate of change is too bigger than before
and after. After winter (away from Perihelion go to Vernal Equinox) the angle
will be decreases and rate of change in the angles per week will increases until
reach Vernal Equinox make a balance between day and night and medium angle
between the Sun and the North direction. Then during the summer time (away
from Vernal Equinox and going to Aphelion) repetitively decreases the angle
with the North direction, and the rate of change in the angles will decrease.
Same procedure will continue for other half of year, and in all year will repeat
the same procedure. The main reason of small declination of the angle per week
in Aphelion and Perihelion is changing the direction of sunset west to east and
from east to west. While maximum differences per week near to the vernal
equinoxes due to continuous movement and equivalent time of day and night,
and the reason of changing the rate of change is central force.

5.3 Recommendation
We recommended to do this test for entire of year using the specialist
instrument that related to measure the position of the sun with respect to our
position on the earth to get higher accuracy.
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